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JOHN ROGERS, THEATREMAKER
John Rogers is an Irish theatremaker from Leitrim, now based in Galway. John
has been making theatre since 2002 and has worked with Moonfish, Mephisto,
Waterdonkey, Dick Walsh and Theatrecorp amongst other companies and artists.
Originally an engineering student at the Institute of Technology, Sligo, John got
involved with a resurgent Drama Society under the tutelage of Declan Drohan and
Niall Colleary. Here he gained experience in Brecht and Ionesco along with the
Greek classics and Shakespeare. John began his love affair with devising theatre
in a promenade performance based on the Songs of Solomon. In 2005, John coproduced and co-performed in Patrick McCabe’s Frank Pig Says Hello, directed
by Declan Drohan, at the Dublin Fringe Festival. His experience on this
production convinced John to quit his engineering studies and concentrate on
making a career as a theatre artist.
In 2007, John moved to Galway City and quickly got involved in the city’s new
theatre movement. He performed in Mephisto’s Dystance and Moonfish Theatre’s
After The End, both directed by Máiréad Ní Chróinín. He co-produced and
performed in Harold Pinter’s Ashes To Ashes in the Galway Theatre Festival
2009. In 2010 John graduated from National University of Ireland, Galway with a

Masters in Drama & Theatre Studies. 2011 saw his first collaboration with

John and his computer) charted the birth and rise of the digital computer and

Waterdonkey in their devised production The Very Best of John Lennon which

posed a probable future where humanity is fused with our machines. With

featured in THEATREclub’s The Theatre Machine Turns You On mini-festival in

Decision Problem [Good Time for Questions], John dove deep into the use of

the Project Arts Centre, Dublin. This was followed by another Waterdonkey

digital technology in theatre by purposely creating a show that depended entirely

collaboration in the 12-hour duration piece Happening. Inspired by Yoko Ono and

on the functioning of his computer, internet link and projector. John is a staunch

John Lennon’s “bed” protests of the 1960’s, Happening was performed in a hotel

believer in the principle of “Chekhov's gun” and so would use digital tech such as

room in the Gresham Hotel, Dublin as part of the Dublin Fringe Festival 2011.

a projector only if the play called for it. Decision Problem [Good Time for

Both The Very Best of John Lennon and Happening were directed by Meadhbh

Questions] played at the Dublin Fringe Festival and the Galway Theatre Festival

Hacéid.

2013 and was warmly received by its audiences.

John has worked with Theatrecorp in their production of Shakespeare’s Measure

John followed up on Decision Problem [Good Time for Questions] with his one-

for Measure, directed by Max Hafler, Side-Show in King Alfred: A Mystery Play,

man-show ARTIST SCIENTIST PRIEST. Where Decision Problem [Good Time

written by Martin Sharry and directed by Dick Walsh and made his Irish-language

for Questions] focused on the use of digital media in theatre, ARTIST SCIENTIST

debut in Moonfish Theatre’s Tromluí Phinocchio / Pinocchio – A Nightmare,

PRIEST pushed his love of durational theatre that had first blossomed with

directed by Máiréad Ní Chróinín.

Waterdonkey’s Happening. ARTIST SCIENTIST PRIEST took place over the
course of one day and used its 24 hours to chart the entire history of the human

In 2011, John embarked on a series of one-man-shows. John brought his years of

race. An optimist at heart, John postulated that humanity’s journey from hunter-

experience in devising and postdramatic theatre to this new period of his career

gatherer communities to a sophisticated society simultaneously capable of

and set about making a style of theatre that he knew was missing from the Irish

miraculous advancement and utter ruin will ultimately culminate in a future of

stage. His new work set challenges for himself and his audience. He used these

prosperity and peace for all. He mapped humanity’s progress to that of the

one-man-shows to set about engaging with a new audience for theatre in Galway.

individual and argued that Utopia is a far more radical imagining than it’s
dystopic opposite. However John never baldly stated his beliefs to the audience,

John’s first one-man-show was the science fiction theatre piece Decision Problem

knowing that telling one’s audience what one thinks is the next worst thing to

[Good Time for Questions]. This in fact two-hander (the show was performed by

telling them what to think. Instead John devised exercises and games and invented

rituals to plot his argument and always allowed the audience member the space to

John continued his long-running association with the Galway Theatre Festival in

interpret the work in her own way. This is as theatre should be. ARTIST

2017 with his next play, Tea. Inspired by the Suramedura artists’ residency that

SCIENTIST PRIEST was performed at the Dublin Fringe Festival 2014 and the

John attended in Sri Lanka, Tea was a return to the stripped-down, ritualistic style

Galway Theatre Festival 2015.

of ARTIST SCIENTIST PRIEST. With Tea, John devised a tea ceremony that fused
storytelling with live music, scored and performed by composer Aengus Hackett.

In 2015 John was awarded an Arts Council of Ireland award to develop his new

Tea involved the sharing of tea with the audience, ran in the morning, evening and

one-man-show. The culmination of his science fiction trilogy, the new show

at night and made for a meditative theatre experience that inspired mindfulness

P.I.S.C.E.S. was a hard science fiction exploration of the actual effects on

whilst challenging the audience to acknowledge the experience of the men and

humanity of contact from extra-terrestrial intelligence. In researching P.I.S.C.E.S.

(mostly) women who pick and dry the leaves.

(which stands for Potential Impact on Society of Contact from Extra-terrestrial
Species), John discovered a study that showed that participants’ expectations of

John’s latest work, The Last Mile & The Next Kilometre is in conjunction with the

such a momentous incident as Contact correlated with one’s political and religious

Galway Theatre Festival and Galway European Capital of Culture 2020. The Last

beliefs – the more conservative a participant was, the more likely he or she

Mile & The Next Kilometre (a work-in-preparation) exists at an intersection of

assumed that any visiting alien society would certainly not come in peace. The

performance art, street theatre, forum theatre, digital media, public governance,

opposite also held through – liberal participants believed that any society capable

academia and industry. The work sets out to tackle Galway City’s horrendous

of interstellar travel would be so advanced that their agenda would not include

traffic problems and hopes to engage its audience to imagine a future Galway free

violence against us. With P.I.S.C.E.S., John created a performance that combined

of gridlock. The Last Mile & The Next Kilometre will be part of the InterAction

the methodology of Boal’s Forum Theatre with digital and social media. Each

strand of Galway European Capital of Culture 2020.

performance had two audiences – the audience in the theatre and another audience
who followed the forum’s deliberation online and used Twitter to be part of the

John has facilitated workshops, taught and instructed for Galway Actors

discussion. With P.I.S.C.E.S., John created a performance that happened onstage

Workshop, NUIG Dramsoc, Stage School Ireland, Colombo University of Visual

and online simultaneously. P.I.S.C.E.S. ran at the Galway Theatre Festival 2016.

& Performing Arts, Sri Lanka and National University of Ireland Galway. He was
a co-founder of Playspace Galway and Playspace Sligo. John also presents a
weekly internet radio show from Galway.
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DECISION PROBLEM
[GOOD TIME FOR QUESTIONS]
In the beginning there was the command line…
From the Manhattan Project that created the atom bomb came a technology even
more powerful and invasive – the digital computer. Decision Problem [Good Time
for Questions] charts the origin, rapid rise and possible future of computers in this
fascinating new play. Incorporating live computer hacking, digital media,
quadratic equations and dance, the show takes the audience on a journey that
reveals the wonder of the digital universe and questions what the future has in
store for humanity.
The devising process for Decision Problem [Good Time for Questions] began in
early 2012 with months of reading and experimentation. A three-week rehearsal
run took place in October 2012 and was followed with four work-in-progress
performances of the play for the public in Galway. The next phase of the process
included further development followed by a work-in-progress performance at
FringeFUSE in Dublin in early 2013. Rehearsals began again in July 2013. The
play premiered at the Dublin Fringe Festival in September 2013 and ran at Galway
Theatre Festival in October 2013.
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ARTIST SCIENTIST PRIEST
I dreamt my beginning and my beginning was love.
ARTIST SCIENTIST PRIEST is a 24-hour long one-man-show. Over the course of
a day the show charts the origins and rise of the human race. Using chant, dance,
food, ritual, song and soundscapes, this ambitious performance is a meditative
exploration of who we are, where we come from and what our future might hold.
As the audience is invited to come in, stay a while, leave and come back again
later, ARTIST SCIENTIST PRIEST creates a meditative space that both contrasts
with and highlights the everyday nature of our existence. In a deliberate contrast
to the digital media blitz of his play Decision Problem [Good Time for
Questions], John Rogers keeps the aesthetic of ARTIST SCIENTIST PRIEST
stripped back, making use of candle light and desk-lamps for illumination. An
intricate soundscape of traffic, thunder storms and washing machines add to the
performance’s celebration of the glory of the mundane. There is no photographic
or video recording of ARTIST SCIENTIST PRIEST. The performance will only
ever exist in the memory of the audience.
ARTIST SCIENTIST PRIEST premiered at the Tiger Dublin Fringe in September
2014 and was performed at Galway Theatre Festival in May 2015.
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P.I.S.C.E.S.
(Potential Impact on Society of Contact from Extra-terrestrial Species)
This isn’t a drill. They’re here…
P.I.S.C.E.S. (Potential Impact on Society of Contact from Extra-terrestrial
Species) is a hard science fiction show about how alien contact will affect us all.
Changing every night depending on audience-interaction and social media,
P.I.S.C.E.S. is a show for anyone who has ever wondered what will happen when
they arrive.
P.I.S.C.E.S. utilises a combination of the methodology of Boal’s Forum Theatre
with social media to create a performance that happens onstage and online
simultaneously. Thus P.I.S.C.E.S. has two audiences – the audience present in the
theatre and an online audience that uses social media to follow and contribute to
the play’s discussion now that “they’re here.”
P.I.S.C.E.S. examines notions of collective-responsibility, social media as a
benefit or hindrance to discussion and debate and examines how our current
beliefs influence our expectations for our future.
P.I.S.C.E.S. had its premier at Galway Theatre Festival 2016.
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TEA
Tea is a show encompassing theatre, live music, ceremony and, of course, tea. Tea
was created in collaboration with musician and composer Aengus Hackett. The
performance infuses Eastern tea ceremonies with the customs of the Irish ‘cuppa’.
The piece draws on the principle artist’s work on the Suramedura artist residency
in Sri Lanka and the composer’s exploration of the possibilities in bringing
together Indonesian Gamelan and electronics. Running in the morning, at
lunchtime and in the evening, Tea provides the audience with an opportunity to
experience a show that juxtaposes a meditative otherworldliness with the everyday
essence of a good cup of tea.
Tea was originally devised in the town of Hikkaduwa on the Western Coast of Sri
Lanka as part of the UZ Arts Suramedura artists’ residency and was developed in
association with Galway European Capital of Culture 2020.
Tea premiered at Galway Theatre Festival 2017.
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THE LAST MILE & THE NEXT KILOMETRE
(A work-in-preparation)
TRAPHIC — there should be no ‘f’ in traffic.
In association with InterAction, Galway Theatre Festival and Galway 2020, The
Last Mile & The Next Kilometre is a work of performance art that exists on the
intersection of street theatre, urban mobility tech, digital media, academia and
local government.
The beautiful city of Galway is plagued everyday by the curse of traffic. Galway’s
medieval streets were never designed for the mass of diesel and petrol driven cars,
vans and trucks that attempt to cross the city each day. The Last Mile & The Next
Kilometre invites citizens of Galway to imagine their city free of traffic, to
envision Galway 50 years from now, 100 years from now, 1,000 years from now
and challenges Galwegians to take charge of their city’s destiny.
This show is a work-in-preparation and will premier in 2020 as part of Galway
European Capital of Culture.
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CONTACT DETAILS
Phone: +353 (0)87 287 9131
Email: john@jrt.ie
Website: www.jrt.ie
Twitter: @johnrogersshow
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